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  Gray, Gray & Gray, LLP's News

Gray, Gray, & Gray Promotes 6 Team Members

Gray, Gray & Gray is pleased to announce the promotion of six team
members to new positions. “The core strength of our firm is our
people,” said Gray, Gray & Gray’s Leading Partner, James DeLeo,
MBA, CPA/MST. “It is their talent, skills, and commitment to delivering
more that enables our continued success. We are very proud to see
these individuals advance and enjoy fulfilling careers at Gray, Gray &
Gray.” Click HERE to read the full press release.

Full Article

Announcing Our Newest Team Members!

We are pleased to welcome new team members to our g3 family. We
look forward to bringing your unique skills and experience to our firm,
helping to deliver the power of more! Click HERE to learn more
about the newest additions to our team.
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  Family Business

Keep Family Employees in Line

"They get away with anything because they're family!" Grumblings like
this by non-family employees about family-member colleagues are all
too common at family businesses. This article provides some tips on
how to ensure your family members are meeting performance
standards and not generating resentment among other employees.

Full Article

  Human Resources

Don't Let Profanity Put Your Business At Risk

They say language is ever-evolving. This might be true, but it doesn't
mean your business should allow an "anything goes" approach to
language in the workplace. Free-flowing profanity raises the likelihood
of heated conflicts, harassment and lawsuits. This article makes the
case for why every company should establish and enforce a policy
barring vulgar language.
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  Management

Why That's Brilliant! Suggestion Boxes Still Work

Suggestion boxes can work wonders. They cost little to set up and,
over time, at least a few of your employees' ideas will likely save your
company money and help it operate more efficiently. This article offers
eight steps to a successful suggestion box program. A sidebar provides
a brief history of the suggestion box, which starts in 1894.
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  Disclaimer of Liability

Our firm provides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, and does not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax advice,
accounting services, investment advice, or professional consulting of any kind. The information provided herein should not be used as a
substitute for consultation with professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Before making any decision or taking any action,
you should consult a professional adviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your particular situation. Tax articles in this e-
newsletter are not intended to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding accuracy-related penalties that may be
imposed on the taxpayer. The information is provided "as is," with no assurance or guarantee of completeness, accuracy, or timeliness of the
information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability, and
fitness for a particular purpose. 

The information contained in this communication (including any attachments and/or re-directs to other online sources) is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code.  

Webinar content is intended for educational purposes only. Webinars provide a brief summary based on our understanding and interpretation of
current law. All tax references are to federal tax law only, unless otherwise stated. The information contained in the webinars is general in nature
and is based on authorities that are subject to change. It is not, and should not be construed as accounting, legal or tax advice or opinion
provided by Gray, Gray & Gray, LLP. The material presented may not be applicable to, or suitable for, specific circumstances or needs, and may
require consideration of non-tax factors and tax factors not described herein. Contact Gray, Gray & Gray or another tax professional prior to
taking any action based upon this information. Changes in tax laws or other factors could affect, on a prospective or retroactive basis the
information contained herein; Gray, Gray & Gray assumes no obligation to inform the reader/webinar attendee of any such changes. The material
presented is not intended to, and cannot be used to, avoid IRS penalties. This material supports the marketing and promotion of accounting
services. Seek advice based on your particular circumstances from independent tax, legal accounting, insurance, investment, and financial
advisors.
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